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Excess electron transport is explored at the reduced TiO2(110) rutile surface through High-
Resolution Electron Energy-Loss Spectroscopy. Changes in lineshape, intensity and energy posi-
tion of elastic and phonon peaks are associated to changes in charge carrier and band gap state
excitations. The dielectric modeling points to a defined inward charge profile and to distinct bulk
and surface transport properties. The one-to-one correlation between band gap state intensity and
carrier density favors a dual polaronic behavior of charge carriers over the coexistence of trapped
and free-states.

Due to the central importance of the formation of
charge carriers and of their bulk/surface transfer in most
of the (photo)catalyic properties of titanium dioxide, a
lot of effort has gone into understanding the behavior
of electrons in this material. Commonly generated by
surface oxygen vacancies and titanium interstitials whose
formation is favored over a wide thermodynamic range,
excess electrons populate Ti 3d-derived states to form
the so-called band gap states (BGS) lying at 0.8-1 eV
below the Fermi level1–8. They are currently described
in the framework of the small-polaron model9–12 in
which their localization on regular surface and subsur-
face Ti sites13–15 entails a local distortion of the oxide
lattice. The picture is all the more general that similar
charge distributions are also evidenced for n-doping
with hydrogen16,17 or aliovalent cations and anions18,
electron injection19 and UV irradiation17, in line with
theoretical predictions10,14,20,21.

Now, the apparent deep character of the BGS seems
to run counter the high bulk mobility observed in
the n-type TiO2

22, which raises the hotly debated
issue of the nature of carriers in titania9–11,22–24. The
conductivity was first suggested to stem from polaron
hopping mechanism with a diffusion barrier of few
tens of meV9,11. Due electron-phonon coupling, point
defects and doping elements appear as deep donors,
when looking at fast vertical transitions that does
not allow lattice relaxation, and as shallow donors,
when considering thermodynamic transitions involved
in transport measurements11. Alternatively, arguing
that the polaron stability precludes thermal excitation
towards delocalized states while a much too high energy
is required for polaron hopping, the two states were
assumed to coexist thanks to an energy barrier that
prevents delocalized electrons from collapsing into the
self-trapped polaronic states10,25. So far only addressed
by theoretical approaches, the issue of charge transport
requires an experimental framework. Moreover, focus
has been put to date in bulk environment although
the transfer to the titania surface of carriers created
in bulk is an essential step in the mechanisms at work
in most functional applications6. In this context,
excess electrons in reduced TiO2 are of fundamental

significance to applications since they mimic that of
photogenerated/injected electrons in dye sensitized solar
cells6.

The present work aims at an analysis of the electronic
structure of defective rutile TiO2(110) surfaces by
High-Resolution Electron Energy-Loss Spectroscopy
(HREELS). The method has the capability of inves-
tigating at once the existence of Drude-like carriers
(transport) and BGS and their interplay26 and to
probe both the surface and a region deep enough to be
representative of the bulk26,27. It is shown herein to be
a tool of relevance to resolve the controversial issue of
the existence of free and trapped states, at the surface
and in the bulk of rutile.

The (1 × 1) contaminant free TiO2(110) surface was
prepared in a classical way by cycles of ion bombard-
ment and annealing at ∼ 1200 K under ultra-high vac-
uum. The exposure to oxygen, whose effects allowed to
distinguish contributions from surface bridging oxygen
vacancies [Ob(vac)] and titanium interstitials [Tiint] to
BGS27, is used to reveal the impact of point defects and
the associated excess electrons to the oxide dielectric be-
havior. The loss spectra collected at 300 K are shown in
Fig. 1. Qualitatively similar data are colected at 100 K
(not shown). Besides the partial healing of BGS2–8,27,
the O2 exposure results in a decrease of the quasi-elastic
peak (QEP)/phonon intensity ratio, in particular the one
at ωsph,3 = 95 meV, and in a more apparent high en-
ergy asymmetry of the QEP around 10 meV replicated
at the foot of the main phonon peak (Figs. 1-a,b and in-
set). The depth sensitivity of several nanometers of the
phonon losses26,27 discards the assignment to adsorption
of this variation in intensity. The interpretation of the
QEP asymmetry as a combination of phonon modes can
be ruled out since, unlike observation, it would lead to a
disappearance of that feature at 100 K (not shown).

To account quantitatively for the O2-induced findings
in (HR)EELS spectra (Figs. 1-a,b), data were fitted by
means of a theoretical analysis26 that was previously de-
veloped in the framework of the well-established dielec-
tric theory of EELS28–35. To model the interplay between
carrier and BGS excitations26, the substrate dielectric
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FIG. 1. Effect of O2 exposure (in
Langmuir (L): 1 L=1.33 10−6 mbar.s)
on loss spectra of reduced TiO2(110)
surfaces at 300 K (incident beam along
the [110] direction; incident angle of
ΘI = 60◦) and modeling: a) EELS
(impact energy EI = 38 eV; FWHM of
quasi-elastic of 50 meV); b) HREELS
(EI = 7.5 eV; FWHM of 13 meV). In-
tensities were normalized to the main
phonon peak ωsph,3 = 95 meV. The
decrease in QEP intensity is more ap-
parent in high than in low resolution.
The QEP shape before and at the
end of exposure is shown in inset in
(b) after normalization to its maxi-
mum; c)d) Models (lines) compared
to experiments (circles). The inset in
(c) shows the used profile of dielectric
function of excess electron excitations
for reduced (black line) and O2 ex-
posed surface (red line). A thickness
tS = 6.5 Å is used in simulations (see
text). In Figs. c-d, data were normal-
ized to the QEP and shifted for clar-
ity. For fits, a fixed Gaussian EELS
(HREELS, respectively) detector res-
olution function of 50 meV FWHM
(10 meV) and a detector aperture of
θc = 0.7◦ (θc = 1.2◦) were used as
determined by specular and out-of-
specular analysis on graphite.

function:

ε(ω) = εPh(ω) + εIb(ω) + εgs(ω) + εPl(ω) (1)

involves the tabulated dielectric components of optical
phonons εPh(ω) and interband transitions εIb(ω)36,37 and
features the excess electrons through their oscillator-like
BGS εgs(ω) and their Drude-like transport properties
εPl(ω) given by26:

εgs(ω) =
Ω2

gs

ω2
gs − ω2 − iΓgsω

; εPl(ω) = − ω2
P

ω2 + iωΓP
. (2)

(Ωgs, ωgs,Γgs, ) stand for the corresponding oscil-
lator strength, frequency and damping, while the
plasma frequency ωP =

√
ne2/mem∗ε0 and damping

ΓP = 2πe/mem
∗µ can be expressed as a function of

the carrier density n, effective mass m∗ and mobility µ,
(e,me, ε0) having their usual meanings. Experimental
spectra were fitted with the above parametrization
using the generalized EELS dielectric function26,34,35

ξ(ω) = ε⊥(ω) corresponding to the crystal axis orien-
tation of Figs. 1-a,b with a beam normal to bridging
oxygen rows.

Fitting data with flat profiles, i.e. only bulk exci-
tations, failed, especially regarding the QEP/phonon

intensity ratio, because leading to a meaningless detector
aperture. Therefore, surface and bulk dielectric behav-
iors were distinguished (in what follows, indexes S and
B for all quantities of Eq. 2) via a charge concentration
profile27 that involves a 2.5 Å thick charge-free surface
layer, a layer of thickness tS encompassing excess
electrons due to surface defects before reaching the bulk
concentration that likely stems from Tiint (inset Fig. 1-
c). The value tS = 6.5 Å (equal to a TiO2 layer spacing
along the [110] direction) was determined by a series
of fits (not shown). The existence of an electron-rich
subsurface region is consistent with observations13,19,27

and calculations10,12,14,15,38–40. The strategy was to fit
first the poorly resolved EELS spectra (Fig. 1-c) that are
less sensitive to phonon shifts and intensity variations.
Bulk values were obtained at the highest O2 exposure by
assuming a complete healing of Ob(vac) surface defects
(Ωgs,S = 0). Then, keeping bulk parameters constant,
surface values were obtained at lower O2 exposures. The
EELS fit, performed on a logarithmic scale to enhance
BGS contribution, was limited to energies lower than
3 eV where long-range dipole interactions with the
electron probe dominate with negligible impact scat-
tering26,27. Although not included in the fit, interband
transitions are nevertheless qualitatively reproduced
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(Fig. 1-c). The bulk (Ωgs,B , ωgs,B ,Γgs,B) and surface
(Ωgs,S , ωgs,S ,Γgs,S) BGS parameters were then fixed to
fit the carrier-dependent quantities on HREELS phonon
spectra (Fig. 1-d) where the sensitivity to transport
properties shows up26. High and low O2 exposures were
used as above to determine bulk (ωP,B ,ΓP,B) and then
surface (ωP,S ,ΓP,S) values, respectively.

The overall good agreement between dielectric models
and (HR)EELS scans at 300 K (Figs. 1-c,d), supports
the chosen approach. To ascertain the relevance of the
obtained parameters shown in Tab. I, they were one after
the other drastically varied in a series of simulations
(Fig. 2). On the reduced surface, a large carrier density
and therefore plasma frequency ωP,S and a strong
damping ΓP,S (as given in Tab. I) are needed to prevent
ωsph,3 from shifting to higher values (h̄ωP,S = 0 meV
and ΓP,S = 10 meV; Fig. 2-a); ωP,S impacts not only
the phonon position but also the relative elastic/phonon
intensity. On the reoxidized surface (Fig. 2-b), either
the absence of bulk carriers (h̄ωP,B = 0 meV) or
BGS (h̄Ωgs,B = 0 meV), or the occurrence of strongly
damped bulk carriers (h̄ΓP,B = 350 meV) lead to obvi-
ous discrepancies on the ωsph,3 position with dramatic
amplifications in the multiple and combination modes.
Those simulations demonstrate that line shapes are ex-
tremely sensitive to dielectric parameters. As previously
stressed26, phonons are very sensitive reporters of the
combined screening of BGS and carrier excitations, in
particular that at 95 meV due to its strong oscillator
strength. The crucial modelling of the QEP asymmetry
and QEP/phonon ratio definitely requires bulk and
surface carrier excitations.
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FIG. 2. Comparison between best fits of Fig. 1-d and various
simulations: a) reduced surface (0 L; data : blue circles; best
fit : blue line) without surface carriers (h̄ωP,S = 0, dark green
line) or poorly damped surface carriers (h̄ΓP,S = 10 meV,
orange line); b) oxidized surface (12 L; data : red circles;
best fit : red line) without the contribution of bulk carriers
(h̄ωP,B = 0, brown line), or of bulk BGS (h̄Ωgs,B = 0, vio-
let line) or with strongly damped bulk plasmon contributions
(h̄ΓP,B = 350 meV, light green line).

The existence of bulk and surface carriers with

different transport characteristics and similar BGS
signatures is substantiated (Tab. I). While some scat-
tering anisotropy is observed in directions perpendicular
or parallel to the c-axis, the observed behaviors are
qualitatively similar (not shown). The reliability of
the found values (Tab. I) can be further tested by
comparison to literature. The decrease by ∼ 5 of the
normalized concentration nB/m

∗ of the bulk carriers
between 100 K and 300 K, derived from the Drude
frequency ω2

P,B = nBe
2/mem

∗ε0, matches the evolution

of the Hall coefficient RH ∼ 1/nB
22,41. Taking m∗ ' 10

along the perpendicular direction22,41–45 leads to a
carrier density of nB ' 6 1019 cm−3 at 300 K. Assuming
an exhaustion regime at 300 K for bulk stoichiometry
defects, this value sets a lower limit of the degree of re-
duction x ' 10−3 in TiO2−x as expected for the present
annealing temperature46 and a Fermi level close to the
conduction band minimum (EC−EF = 64±5 meV)12,47.
The position of the donor level EC −ED = 30± 10 meV
determined via the nB temperature dependence agrees
with transport measurements22,48,49. Regarding surface
carriers, assuming the release of two electrons per
Ob(vac), the found plasma frequency ωP,S (Tab. I) leads
to a surface carrier density corresponding to a Ob(vac)
coverage of ∼ 10 % of bridging oxygen that agrees with
the common consensus1–8.

A previous bulk-sensitive infrared reflectivity study of
ε⊥(ω)43 (same direction as herein) of rutile at various
bulk reduction states revealed a linear link between the
bulk plasmon frequency ωP,B and the high frequency
value ε∞ of the phonon dielectric function. Variations
of ε∞ were assigned to ”transitions in the visible and
near-infrared which darken the crystal”43. Using BGS
position ωgs,B and damping Γgs,B as found herein,
this ε∞-evolution can be traced back to the oscillator
strength Ωgs,B of the present parametrization. Fig. 3-a
shows that (HR)EELS and infrared data follow a con-
sistent and similar linear link. Our previous dielectric
simulations26 indicate that a constant ωsph,3 phonon
frequency requires a cancellation of upwards (Drude
behavior) and downwards (BGS) screening shifts, im-

plying Ωgs,B =
√
αP /αgsωP,B , where αP , αgs are the

slopes of phonon shifts versus Ω2
gs,B and ω2

P,B
26. Using

values of Tab. S2 of Ref. 26, one finds
√
αP /αgs = 11.2

in agreement with the reinterpreted infrared results
Ωgs,B = 10(±0.2)ωP,B

43. Now, can excess electrons
trapped by a polaronic distortion and more delocalized
ones giving rise respectively to BGS and Drude trans-
port behavior coexist? If so, the matching of 100 and
300 K data on the same line (Fig. 3-a) would point to
quite fortuitious similar thermally activated barriers for
both type of carriers10 to keep ωP,B/Ωgs,B constant.
The correlation favors instead a dual bulk behavior
of bulk excess electrons, that appear as either deep
lying states or highly mobile carriers depending on the
way and frequency at which they are excited, which
is compatible with the polaron theory50,51. Interest-
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Plasmon Band gap states
h̄ωP n/m∗ h̄ΓP µ.m∗ h̄Ωgs h̄ωgs h̄Γgs

(meV) (cm−3/cm−2) (meV) (cm2.V−1.s−1) (meV) (meV) (meV)

Bulk (300 K) 92± 10 6.1± 1.3 1018 ' 0± 20 > 60 1270± 100 1260± 100 950± 100

Bulk (100 K) 40± 10 1.2± 0.6 1018 ' 0± 200 > 6 470± 100 1170± 100 760± 100

Surface (300 K) 650± 150 2.0± 1.0 1013 > 500 < 2.3 1500± 250 1100± 200 970± 200

Surface (100 K) 330± 150 5.1± 4.6 1012 > 500 < 2.3 1150± 250 1150± 200 970± 200

TABLE I. Fitted bulk and surface dielectric characteristics of excess electrons at 100 and 300 K (see text). Values are given for
a surface layer of tS = 6.5 Å. The bulk nB/m

∗ and the surface carrier density nS/m
∗ are deduced from the plasma frequency

ω2
P = ne2/mem

∗ε0. Electron mobilities are obtained from the plasmon damping through µm∗ = 2πe/meΓ. Surface values are
given for the pristine surface (i.e. after vacuum annealing or 0 L-exposure) while bulk values are obtained after the highest O2

exposure. Note that the BGS excitation energy determined in loss experiments differs from the binding energy determined in
photoemission6.
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FIG. 3. Correlation between BGS oscillator strength Ωgs

and plasma frequency ωP : a) Evolution of bulk quantities
(Ωgs,B , ωP,B) as rederived from the analysis of infrared data43

(open circles). The present (HR)EELS findings for bulk elec-
trons at 100 K and 300 K are overlapped with filled symbols;
b) Correlation between Ωgs,S and ωP,S relative to surface ex-
cess electrons for all measurement conditions (temperature
and orientation) as indicated in figure.

ingly, upon O2 exposure that heals mainly Ob(vac),
a similar dual behavior with Ωgs,S ' 3(±0.3)ωP,S

is observed at the rutile surface although changes in
electrostatic potential explain changes in slope (Fig. 3-b).

By reflecting a change of electron density, the corre-
lated variations of plasma frequencies and BGS oscillator
strengths, both at the surface and in the bulk, strongly
favor the polaronic behavior of excess electrons in ru-
tile51. Their transport signature, although suspected by
molecular dynamics15,39, was never evidenced up to now.
The predicted apparent hopping activation energy14,15

implies a dynamical averaging of the localization of
electrons over several adjacent Ti atoms at 300 K. The
present HREELS study shows that Ob(vac) generates a
”bidimensional” (or at least over several subsurface TiO2

layers12–15,19,38,39) confined gas of polarons with a large
surface density (nS/m

∗ ' 1013 cm−2) and an apparent
activation energy of nS/m

∗ between 100 and 300 K close
to the bulk value (∼ 20 meV), but with a lower mobility
as reflected by damping values (Tab. I). Combined
with the previous research on the inward distribution of
excess charges27, the present study draws an innovative
view of the electronic distribution and transport in the
surface region of reduced rutile in connexion to the bulk
of the oxide.
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